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[1] Low-altitude plasma layers are present in 71 of 5600 electron density profiles from the
Martian ionosphere obtained by theMars Global Surveyor Radio Science experiment. These
layers are produced by the ablation of meteoroids and subsequent ionization of meteoric
atoms. The mean altitude of the meteoric layer is 91.7 ± 4.8 km. The mean peak electron
density in the meteoric layer is (1.33 ± 0.25)  1010 m3. The mean width of the meteoric
layer is 10.3 ± 5.2 km. The occurrence rate of meteoric layers varies with season, solar zenith
angle, and latitude. Seasonal variations in occurrence rate are particularly strong, often
exceeding an order of magnitude. Meteoric layer altitude, peak electron density, and width
are all positively correlated, with correlation coefficients of 0.3–0.4. Other correlation
coefficients between the physical characteristics of meteoric layers and atmospheric or
observational properties, such as scale height, solar zenith angle, and solar flux, have
absolute values that are significantly smaller, indicating lack of correlation. The
photochemical lifetime of plasma in meteoric layers is 12 days and depends on altitude.
Citation: Withers, P., M. Mendillo, D. P. Hinson, and K. Cahoy (2008), Physical characteristics and occurrence rates of meteoric
plasma layers detected in the Martian ionosphere by the Mars Global Surveyor Radio Science Experiment, J. Geophys. Res., 113,
A12314, doi:10.1029/2008JA013636.
1. Introduction
[2] All planets and satellites in the solar system sweep
through interplanetary dust as they move along their orbital
paths. When dust particles, known as meteoroids, enter an
atmosphere at orbital speeds, they decelerate and experience
ablation. Optical and radio emissions are produced, and
other physical and chemical processes also occur.
[3] In particular, the interaction of high-speed meteoroids
and atmospheric gases leads to the deposition in the
planetary atmosphere of species that would otherwise be
absent, such as neutral Mg or Fe. Related ions, such as Mg+
or Fe+, are also produced. These ions may be produced
directly during meteoroid ablation by the impact ionization
of ablated neutral metal atoms in collisions with atmospheric
molecules, indirectly by photoionization of neutral metal
atoms, or indirectly by charge exchange between neutral
metal atoms and atmospheric ions. Meteoroid influx there-
fore modifies vertical profiles of plasma density in a
planetary ionosphere. Layers of meteoric plasma are formed
whose peaks lie below the peaks of plasma layers produced
by photoionization of major constituents of the neutral
atmosphere. Such layers, called meteoric layers, have been
observed in the ionospheres of Earth [Grebowsky and Aikin,
2002], Venus [Pa¨tzold et al., 2008] and Mars [Pa¨tzold et al.,
2005].
[4] We conduct the first comprehensive search for low-
altitude plasma layers in electron density profiles acquired
by the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Radio Science (RS)
experiment [Tyler et al., 1992, 2001; Hinson et al., 1999],
and we use the results to extend the characterization of
recently discovered meteoric layers on Mars. The MGS RS
data set is well suited to investigations of low-altitude layers
in the Martian ionosphere because it contains many electron
density profiles (5600), spans multiple years and Martian
seasons (1998–2005), and is available in digital format
from a public archive. The specific objectives of this paper
are to determine the frequency with which meteoric layers
occur in the Martian ionosphere, quantify their physical
characteristics, and investigate what processes influence
their occurrence rate and physical characteristics.
[5] We first describe the effects of meteoroids on plane-
tary ionospheres and introduce the MGS RS data set. We
discuss the challenges of detecting plasma layers at low
altitudes in the MGS electron density profiles, and deter-
mine whether the detected layers are meteoric layers. We
find the altitude, width and electron density of each mete-
oric layer, and compare these characteristics to those pre-
dicted by theoretical models. We quantify the dependence of
meteoric layer occurrence rate on season, latitude and solar
zenith angle (SZA), and discuss possible explanations for the
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observed dependences. We investigate relationships between
the physical characteristics of meteoric layers, including
layer width, electron density and altitude, and neutral atmo-
spheric and observational properties, including scale height,
SZA and latitude. Finally, we explore possible causes of
variability in the observed characteristics of meteoric layers,
and estimate the lifetime of meteoric plasma.
[6] The study of the response of the Martian neutral
atmosphere and ionosphere to meteoroid influx is relevant
to several topics in planetary science. These include the
activity of comets, the dynamics of dust in space, delivery
of cometary organic materials to planets, collision hazards
for spacecraft, and ionospheric production, loss and transport
processes. Meteoric layers may also affect remote sensing,
navigation and communication techniques that use radio
wavelengths [Witasse et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2007].
2. Effects of Meteoroids on Planetary Ionospheres
2.1. Earth
[7] In situ measurements by ion mass spectrometers on
approximately 50 suborbital rocket flights have shown that
metallic ions Mg+, Fe+, Si+, Ca+ and Na+ are present in
layers between 80 and 130 km altitude in the terrestrial
atmosphere [Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002]. Metallic ions are
mainly produced by charge exchange reactions between
neutral metal atoms and abundant O2
+ and NO+ ions, and
by photoionization of neutral metal atoms.
2.2. Mars
[8] Here we describe the Martian ionosphere and discuss
the predicted effects upon it of meteoroid influx.
[9] The most abundant neutral in the bulk Martian
atmosphere is CO2. The abundance of O is a few percent
at the main ionospheric peak, and O becomes the most
abundant neutral at higher altitudes. The dayside ionosphere
has a main layer (M2) at optical depth of unity for extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) photons (130 km for SZA 70). There
is also a smaller, more variable layer (M1) at lower
altitudes, where the optical depth for more penetrating
5 nm X-ray photons is unity (110 km for SZA 70).
The labels ‘‘M1’’ and ‘‘M2’’ were introduced by Rishbeth
and Mendillo [2004]. Npk and zpk are often used to describe
electron density profiles. Npk is the maximum value of N,
the electron density, and zpk is the altitude, z, at which N =
Npk. Npk and zpk in all existing dayside observations corre-
spond to the M2 layer, not the M1 layer. The chemistry in
these photochemically controlled layers can be summarized
as: CO2 + hv ! CO2+ + e, CO2+ + O !fast O2+ + CO and O2+ +
e !slow O + O, which makes O2+ the dominant ion [Hanson
et al., 1977; Chen et al., 1978; Fox et al., 1996; Mendillo
et al., 2003; Fox, 2004b]. Above 200 km, O becomes
the most abundant neutral, O+ becomes an important ion,
and transport processes strongly influence plasma density
[Hanson et al., 1977; Chen et al., 1978].
[10] Two models have predicted that meteoroid influx at
Mars creates a plasma layer at 80–90 km [Pesnell and
Grebowsky, 2000; Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003]. These
models suggest that this layer is always present across the
dayside. Mg+ and Fe+ ‘‘are produced by direct meteoric
ionization, photoionization, and charge exchange with at-
mospheric ions, mainly O2
+’’ [Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003].
The two models differ on whether photoionization of Mg
and Fe [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000] or charge exchange
between them and ambient O2
+ ions [Molina-Cuberos et al.,
2003] is the dominant production mechanism. Both models
predict that Mg+ and Fe+ are typically converted by chem-
ical reactions into molecular metallic ions, such as Mg+ 
CO2 and Fe
+  CO2, which are rapidly neutralized by
dissociative recombination. Although P. Withers and A. A.
Christou (Early observations of meteoric plasma layers in
the dayside ionospheres of Venus and Mars, submitted to
Geophysical Research Letters, 2008) have suggested that
meteoric layers are detectable in some electron density
profiles obtained by Mariner 9 in 1971, the theoretical
simulations of Pesnell and Grebowsky [2000] and Molina-
Cuberos et al. [2003] preceded the first detections of
Martian meteoric layers [Fox, 2004a; Pa¨tzold et al., 2005;
Withers et al., 2006]. Also, infrared remote sensing obser-
vations have detected spectral features associated with Mg+
 CO2 [Aikin and Maguire, 2005; Maguire and Aikin, 2006].
2.3. Venus
[11] The neutral upper atmospheres and ionospheres of
Venus and Mars share many similarities because of the
predominance of CO2 and the presence of a few percent of
O at ionospheric altitudes. Pesnell and Grebowsky [2000]
suggested that some nightside Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO)
electron density profiles contain meteoric layers, and Butler
and Chamberlain [1976] had earlier suggested that meteor-
oid influx could produce the surprisingly dense nightside
ionosphere. However, recent work has not favored these
nightside hypotheses [Fox and Kliore, 1997].
[12] More recently, Witasse and Nagy [2006] suggested
that two PVO electron density profiles near the terminator
(SZA of 85.6 and 91.6) contain meteoric layers. Withers
and Christou (submitted manuscript, 2008) found that
dayside electron density profiles from radio occultation
instruments on Mariner 10, Venera 9, Venera 10, PVO
and Magellan contain meteoric layers. The Mariner 10
egress profile given by Fjeldbo et al. [1975, Figure 3] is a
good example. Definitive detections of meteoric layers have
been made by the VeRa radio science instrument on Venus
Express [Pa¨tzold et al., 2007, 2008].
2.4. Other Planets
[13] Narrow layers below the peaks of the main layers of
Jovian planet ionospheres have been attributed to meteoroid
influx, although explanations involving electrodynamic
effects, dynamical forcing by gravity waves, and charged
particle precipitation have also been proposed [e.g., Waite
and Cravens, 1987; Lyons, 1995; Hinson et al., 1997, 1998;
Moses and Bass, 2000; Kim et al., 2001]. Models have also
predicted the presence of a meteoric layer in Titan’s
ionosphere [Molina-Cuberos et al., 2001].
3. Available Data
[14] The only measurements of the Martian ionosphere at
predicted meteoric layer altitudes are vertical electron
density profiles from radio occultation experiments. Ap-
proximately 6500 of these profiles have been measured. 433
of these come from missions that preceded MGS, predom-
inantly from Mariner 9, Viking Orbiter 1 and Viking Orbiter
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2 [Mendillo et al., 2003]. 5600 come from MGS [Hinson,
2007; Tyler et al., 2007]. Several hundred have been
determined by the Mars radio science instrument on Mars
Express (MEX), which is still in operation [Pa¨tzold et al.,
2004, 2005; P. Withers et al., Comparison of seasonal
variations in the meteoric layer of the Martian ionosphere
and predicted meteor showers, submitted to Icarus, 2008].
Many more electron density profiles have been obtained by
the MARSIS topside radar sounder instrument on MEX, but
these do not extend below the M2 layer [Nielsen, 2004;
Gurnett et al., 2005; Nielsen et al., 2006; Gurnett et al.,
2008; Morgan et al., 2008; Duru et al., 2008].
[15] This paper uses MGS RS electron density profiles
only. A typical MGS RS electron density profile is shown in
Figure 1, where LST is local solar time and SZA is solar
zenith angle. Martian seasons are described by Ls, the
areocentric longitude of the Sun, which is defined as the
angle between the Mars-Sun line and the Mars-Sun line at
the northern hemisphere vernal equinox. Ls = 0 is the start
of northern spring, Ls = 90 is the start of northern summer,
Ls = 180 is the start of northern autumn, and Ls = 270 is
the start of northern winter. We adopt the convention that
Mars year (MY) 1 began on 11 April 1955 (Ls = 0) [Clancy
et al., 2000]. The coverage of the MGS data set is shown in
Table 1. All longitudes were sampled regularly. The interval
between successive profiles was typically 2 h, MGS’s
orbital period, but was often greater. Latitude, LST, SZA
and Ls did not change significantly from orbit to orbit.
Longitude, meaning longitude relative to the surface of
Mars, changed by 30 from orbit to orbit.
[16] The typical vertical range of an MGS electron
density profile is 90 km to 210 km. Observed values of
Npk vary as the square root of the cosine of SZA in
accordance with predictions from Chapman theory [e.g.,
Hantsch and Bauer, 1990;Withers and Mendillo, 2005]. Npk
is typically on the order of 1011 m3 at 70 and 5 1010 m3
at 85. Uncertainty in electron density does not vary
significantly with altitude for a given profile, but it does
vary from profile to profile. The stated uncertainty in
electron density has a mean value of 4.6  109 m3 and
a standard deviation of 2.0  109 m3 [Hinson, 2007; Tyler
et al., 2007].
4. Detection of Low-Altitude Plasma Layers on
Mars
[17] Differences between in situ mass spectrometers and
radio occultations must be considered when comparing
terrestrial and Martian meteoric layer observations. Mete-
oric layers are clearly evident in data acquired by in situ
mass spectrometers during suborbital rocket flights through
the terrestrial ionosphere [Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002].
They are much less distinct in radio occultation measure-
ments of Martian electron density profiles [Pa¨tzold et al.,
2005; Withers and Christou, submitted manuscript, 2008].
Visual inspection shows that the M2 layer is always present,
and the M1 layer is usually discernible, in Martian dayside
electron profiles, although the M1 layer may be a subdued
ledge or shoulder, rather than a local maximum [Bougher et
al., 2001]. Visual inspection sometimes identifies an addi-
tional layer at lower altitudes, which we label as the MM
layer. Although the origin of these low-altitude plasma
layers is not determined until section 6, we adopt the
subscript ‘‘M,’’ which stands for ‘‘meteoric,’’ for labeling
purposes. The MM layer is distinct from the M1 and M2
layers. For example, the profile in Figure 2 has three clear
layers at 140 km (M2), 110 km (M1) and 90 km (MM).
[18] An automatic algorithm was developed to identify
occurrences of the MM layer in the MGS RS electron
density profiles (Appendix A). Its results are verifiable and
reproducible, unlike the results that would be obtained by
manual classification based on visual observation. Nonethe-
less, this algorithm is not the only possible way to identify
low-altitude plasma layers. According to this algorithm, 71
of the 5600 MGS profiles contain low-altitude layers. Some
examples are shown in Figures 2–4.
5. Physical Characteristics of Low-Altitude
Layers
[19] The altitude (zM), electron density (NM), and width
(LM), defined as the full width at half maximum, of low-
Figure 1. Profile 0337M41A.EDS, a typical MGS RS
electron density profile. It was measured at latitude 66.6N,
longitude 164.3E, 2.8 h LST, Ls = 83.9, and SZA = 83.0
on 2 December 2000. The nominal profile is the solid line,
and 1s uncertainties in the electron densities are marked by
the grey region. Note the M2 layer at 140 km and the M1
layer at 110 km.
Table 1. Coverage of MGS Electron Density Profiles
Dates Latitude (N) LST Ls (deg) MY SZA (deg) Number
24–31 Dec 1998 64.7–67.3 3.3–4.3 74.1–77.3 24 78.4–80.8 32
9–27 Mar 1999 69.7–73.3 3.6–4.2 107.6–115.9 24 76.5–77.8 43
6–29 May 1999 69.1 to 64.6 12.0–12.2 134.7–146.3 24 78.5–86.9 220
1 Nov 2000 to 6 Jun 2001 63.4–85.5 2.8–8.8 70.2–173.8 25 71.8–86.9 1572
31 Oct 2002 to 4 Jun 2003 60.6–84.4 3.6–14.1 89.0–197.3 26 71.0–83.7 1806
22 Jun to 2 Jul 2003 68.4–68.5 13.9–14.1 207.8–214.1 26 83.0–85.0 76
23 Nov 2004 to 9 Jun 2005 61.8–80.1 4.4–14.7 119.0–227.3 27 73.2–89.2 1851
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altitude MM layers can be characterized. Values of zM, NM
and LM were determined as described in Appendix B, and
are shown in Figures 5–7. Uncertainties were also deter-
mined. The weighted mean value of zM is 91.7 km and its
standard deviation is 4.8 km. Profiles that contain low-
altitude MM layers often extend below the typical vertical
range of 90 to 210 km. Corresponding values are (1.33 ±
0.25)  1010 m3 for NM and 10.3 ± 5.2 km for LM. The
mean value of szm, the uncertainty in a single zM, is 0.72 km.
Corresponding values are 4.7  109 m3 for sNm and
1.44 km for sLm.
6. Are Low-Altitude Plasma Layers Meteoric
Layers?
[20] Low-altitude electron densities can be enhanced by
several mechanisms, including meteoroid influx, solar flares
and solar energetic particles [Mendillo et al., 2006; Morgan
et al., 2006; Espley et al., 2007].
[21] Two publications have made detailed predictions
about meteoric layers in the Martian ionosphere. Pesnell
and Grebowsky [2000] use Mg as a proxy for all metallic
species, and their Figure 5 shows a predicted vertical profile
of Mg+ that contains a layer at 78 km with electron densities
of 1.6  1010 m3 and a full width at half maximum of
20 km. Figure 5 of the independent work of Molina-
Cuberos et al. [2003] shows a predicted vertical profile of
Mg+ containing a layer at 89 km with electron densities of
1.0  1010 m3 and a full width at half maximum of 24 km.
[22] Predicted meteoric layer altitudes are within one
scale height of the mean observed altitude. Predicted
meteoric layer electron densities bracket the mean observed
electron density. Predicted meteoric layer widths are within
a factor of two of the mean observed width. Comparison of
the shapes of observed and predicted meteoric layers
(symmetric about zM, such as the shape of a Gaussian
distribution, or asymmetric about zM, such as the shape of
a Chapman layer) may be productive in the future.
[23] Solar flares cause enhanced electron densities at
120 km and below, and increase the electron density in
Figure 2. MGS RS profile 5045K56A.EDS has three clear
layers, the M2 layer at 140 km, the M1 layer at 110 km, and
the MM layer at 90 km. It was measured at latitude 79.9N,
longitude 316.0E, 9.9 h LST, Ls = 160.1, and SZA = 73.2
on 14 February 2005. Lines and shading as Figure 1.
Figure 3. MGS RS profile 5127R00A.EDS also contains
the MM layer. It was measured at latitude 66.0N, longitude
2.4E, 14.4 h LST, Ls = 206.8, and SZA = 81.6 on 7 May
2005. Lines and shading as Figure 1.
Figure 4. MGS RS profile 3154P03A.EDS has four
layers, the M2 layer at 140 km, the M1 layer at 110 km,
and two meteoric layers at 95 and 85 km. It was measured at
latitude 69.2N, longitude 84.7E, 14.1 h LST, Ls = 196.6,
and SZA = 79.5 on 3 June 2003. Lines and shading as
Figure 1.
Figure 5. Distribution of zM and LM (black crosses).
Uncertainties szm and sLm are shown as grey lines. Values
from Pesnell and Grebowsky [2000] are indicated by a
diamond, and values from Molina-Cuberos et al. [2003] are
indicated by a square.
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the M1 layer. We now demonstrate that solar flares did not
cause the low-altitude MM layers found by application of the
algorithm in Appendix A. We have previously identified
10 MGS profiles that appear to be affected by solar flares
[Mendillo et al., 2006]; application of the algorithm in
Appendix A did not identify a low-altitude plasma layer
in any of those profiles. A typical electron density profile
satisfies dN/dz > 0 at altitudes below 100 km, where N is
electron density and z is altitude. Models do not suggest that
solar flares cause dN/dz < 0 at altitudes below 100 km
[Bougher et al., 2001; Fox, 2004b]. All 71 low-altitude
layers identified by application of the algorithm in Appen-
dix A have dN/dz < 0 at some altitude below 100 km. This
corresponds to the topside of the layer. Additional confir-
mation that the low-altitude plasma layers identified by this
algorithm are not produced by solar flares comes from solar
observations. The largest solar flare observed at Earth on a
day when low-altitude MM layers were observed on Mars by
MGS was an M7 class flare, which is a moderate flare. Solar
flares are classified as ‘‘moderate’’ (M) or ‘‘extreme’’ (X) if
their maximum flux at 1 AU, integrated from 0.1 to 0.8 nm,
is 105–104 W m2 or >104 W m2, respectively. Note
that an M1 class flare and an M1 ionospheric layer are
different. Of the 71 low-altitude MM layers found on Mars,
only 16 were observed on a day when a solar flare stronger
than an M1 class flare was observed at Earth. The Sun’s
flare activity was low on most of the days on which low-
altitude MM layers were observed. Only 2 of these M class
flares occurred during a 1 h interval before the observation
of a low-altitude MM layer. M class flares that occur after, or
more than 1 h before, an ionospheric observation will have
no detectable effect on the observed profile [Mendillo et al.,
2006]. On the basis of electron density gradients and solar
observations, we conclude that the low-altitude plasma
layers identified by this algorithm are not produced by solar
flares.
[24] Typical solar wind protons traveling at 400 km s1
do not penetrate below 100 km [Kallio and Janhunen, 2001;
Haider et al., 2002]. Energies of precipitating particles
increase significantly during solar energetic particle events
associated with coronal mass ejections. However, energy
deposition rates are maximized near 100 km, significantly
above the peak of meteoric layers [Leblanc et al., 2002]. No
published predictions suggest that solar energetic particles
produce a narrow layer of plasma at 80–90 km altitude.
Also, solar energetic particle events and coronal mass
ejections are usually associated with solar activity, and all
71 low-altitude MM layers were observed when no extreme
solar flares were observed. We conclude that the low-
altitude MM layers identified by this algorithm are not
produced by solar energetic particle events.
[25] At least three profiles, 3154P03A.EDS (Figure 4),
5021P54A.EDS and 5104T33A.EDS, contain multiple plas-
ma layers below 100 km. Profiles 3154P03A.EDS (69.2N,
LST = 14.1 h (one ‘‘hour’’ of local solar time on Mars
corresponds to 1/24 of a Martian day), Ls = 196.6, SZA =
79.5, 3 June 2003) and 5104T33A.EDS (69.1N, LST =
13.9 h, Ls = 193.2, SZA = 77.4, 14 April 2005) were
measured under very similar conditions, but 1 Mars year
apart. Multiple terrestrial meteoric layers are common
[Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002]. A single population of
charged particles must have a highly unusual energy distri-
bution to produce multiple low-altitude plasma layers.
[26] No compositional information is available to deter-
mine whether ions in low-altitude MM layers are metallic or
not, although infrared remote sensing observations of the
Martian atmosphere have detected spectral features associ-
ated with Mg+  CO2 [Aikin and Maguire, 2005; Maguire
and Aikin, 2006].
[27] Because of the consistency between observations and
meteoroid-based predictions, and weaknesses identified in
Figure 6. As Figure 5 but zM and NM.
Figure 7. As Figure 5 but LM and NM.
Figure 8. Distribution of all MGS profiles in Ls and SZA
(grey dots). Profiles containing meteoric layers are shown as
black dots.
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other possible ionization mechanisms, we conclude that the
low-altitude MM layers found in this work are produced by
meteoroid influx. This conclusion justifies the use of the
subscript ‘‘M’’ for ‘‘meteoric,’’ which was introduced in
section 4.
[28] All meteoric layers identified by application of the
algorithm in Appendix A must have NM > 10
10 m3. It is
probable that meteoric layers with NM < 10
10 m3 occur on
Mars, but such layers are not readily detected by MGS and
are therefore not discussed in this paper. In particular,
we cannot exclude the possibility that a layer of metallic
ions at 90 km altitude and plasma densities of, for example,
108 m3 is always present on Mars.
7. Leading/Trailing Hemisphere Effects on the
Occurrence Rate of Meteoric Layers
[29] Let Y be the angle between the velocity vector of
Mars and the vector from the center of Mars to the
occultation point. The ‘‘nose’’ of Mars, the location on
the planet that is most directly exposed to interplanetary
dust, has Y = 0. Occultations on the leading (trailing)
hemisphere of Mars have Y < 90 (Y > 90). The point on
the equator where the sun is rising at dawn (setting at dusk)
has Y = 0 (Y = 180). The north pole, south pole, noon on
the equator and midnight on the equator have Y = 90 at the
equinoxes and Y close to 90 at all seasons. The 5380
northern hemisphere profiles have 43 < Y < 89 and the
220 southern hemisphere profiles have 108 < Y < 111.
Less than 1.3% of profiles at 40 < Y < 50 contain
meteoric layers. This proportion is 0.6% at 50 < Y <
60, 0.7% at 60 < Y < 70, 2.3% at 70 < Y < 80, and
1.8% at 80 < Y < 90. This proportion is 1.8% at 108 < Y
< 111. Data coverage is insufficient to study leading/
trailing hemispheric differences.
8. Other Observed Variations in the Occurrence
Rate of Meteoric Layers
[30] The occurrence rate of meteoric layers is not con-
stant. Determination of the factors that control the occur-
rence rate of meteoric layers is important for discovering
what physical processes affect whether a meteoric layer is
observed or not. In this section, we investigate the depen-
dence of occurrence rate on Ls, SZA and latitude. We
physically interpret the observed dependences in section 9.
[31] Observed occurrence rate varies with Ls, SZA and
latitude. Only 1.4% of profiles at 80 < Ls < 110 contain
meteoric layers. This proportion is 0.2% at 110 < Ls <
140, 0.7% at 140 < Ls < 170, 3.1% at 170 < Ls < 200,
and 2.8% at 200 < Ls < 230. Only 0.6% of profiles at 70
< SZA < 75 contain meteoric layers. This rises to 1.8% at
75 < SZA < 80, and to 2.2% at 80 < SZA < 85, but falls
to <0.3% at 85 < SZA < 90. Only 0.9% of profiles
between 60N and 65N contain meteoric layers. This
proportion is 2.8% between 65N and 70N, 1.1% between
70N and 75N, 0.7% between 75N and 80N, 0.2%
between 80N and 85N, and <0.7% between 55N and
90N. Southern hemisphere profiles only occur between
64S and 70S at 134 < Ls < 146 in MY 24. Four of 220
(1.8%) southern hemisphere profiles and 67 of 5380 (1.2%)
northern hemisphere profiles contain meteoric layers. These
hemispheric occurrence rates are indistinguishable because
of the small number of meteoric layers in the southern
hemisphere. There are not enough observations from the
southern hemisphere for meaningful further study of hemi-
spheric effects. There is no dependence of occurrence rate
on longitude.
[32] The initial impression is that the occurrence rate of
meteoric layers depends on Ls, SZA and latitude, and that
the dependence on SZA has a simple functional form,
whereas the dependences on Ls and latitude do not. Varia-
tions in Ls, SZA and latitude in the MGS RS data set are
related because of orbital geometry, so it is possible that the
apparent variations in, for example, latitude are actually due
to variations in some other parameter. We would like to
study occurrence rate as a function of Ls, SZA and latitude
by holding two parameters constant and varying the third,
but that is not permitted by currently available data sets. The
next best approach is to hold one parameter constant, vary a
second, and neglect the third. However, even this approach
is restricted by limited data coverage.
[33] Figure 8 shows the distribution of meteoric layers in
Ls and SZA. We first hold SZA constant. There are many
instances when the occurrence rate of meteoric layers at
fixed SZA changes as Ls changes. One of 734 profiles
(0.1%) from 72 < SZA < 77 and 100 < Ls < 130 contain
meteoric layers, versus 17 of 814 profiles (2.1%) from the
same SZA range and 165 < Ls < 195. None of 73 profiles
(<1.4%) from 80 < SZA < 85 and 155 < Ls < 175
contain meteoric layers, versus 14 of 312 profiles (4.5%)
from the same SZA range and 200 < Ls < 220. We next
hold Ls constant. There are some instances when the
occurrence rate of meteoric layers at fixed season increases
as SZA increases. Three out of 1156 (0.3%) profiles from
80 < Ls < 150 and 70 < SZA < 75 contain meteoric
layers, versus 7 out of 1096 (0.6%) from the same Ls range
and 75 < SZA < 80, and 12 out of 724 (1.7%) from the
same Ls range and 80 < SZA < 85. There are few
instances when the occurrence rate of meteoric layers at
fixed season decreases as SZA increases.
[34] Figure 9 shows the distribution of meteoric layers in
Ls and latitude. The four profiles with meteoric layers from
the southern hemisphere are not shown in Figure 9. We first
hold latitude constant. None of 520 profiles (<0.2%) from
70N–77N and 90 < Ls < 140 contain meteoric layers,
Figure 9. Distribution of all MGS profiles from the
northern hemisphere in Ls and latitude (grey dots).
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versus 13 of 572 profiles (2.3%) from the same latitudes and
170 < Ls < 200. Eight of 564 profiles (1.4%) from 65N–
70N and 80 < Ls < 130 contain meteoric layers, versus 26
of 436 profiles (6.0%) from the same latitudes and 180 < Ls
< 230. We next hold Ls constant. Six of 280 profiles (2.1%)
from 90 < Ls < 120 and 65N–70N contain meteoric
layers, versus none of 409 profiles (<0.2%) from the same
season and 70N–75N. Two of 161 profiles (1.2%) from
120 < Ls < 140 and 65N–70N contain meteoric layers,
versus none of 767 profiles (<0.1%) from the same season
and 70N–90N.
[35] Figure 10 shows the distribution of meteoric layers in
latitude and SZA. The four profiles with meteoric layers
from the southern hemisphere are not shown in Figure 10.
We first hold SZA constant. Twenty-one of 601 profiles
(3.5%) from 75 < SZA < 80 and 65N–70N contain
meteoric layers, versus 9 of 834 (1.1%) from the same SZA
range and 70N–75N, and 1 of 282 (0.4%) from the same
SZA range and 75N–80N. Four of 240 profiles (1.7%)
from 70 < SZA < 75 and 70N–75N contain meteoric
layers, versus 7 of 915 (0.8%) from the same SZA range
and 75N–80N, and 2 of 934 (0.2%) from the same SZA
range and 80N–85N. There are no comparable instances
of the occurrence rate varying significantly if SZA is
changed as latitude is held constant.
[36] In summary, the occurrence rate can vary by a factor
of ten if latitude is held constant, but Ls is varied, and by a
factor of twenty if SZA is held constant, but Ls is varied.
The occurrence rate can vary by a factor of ten if Ls is held
constant, but latitude is varied, and by a factor of almost ten
if SZA is held constant, but latitude is varied. The occur-
rence rate can vary by a factor of three if Ls is held constant,
but SZA is varied, although the occurrence rate varies little
if latitude is held constant, but SZA is varied.
9. Interpretation of Variations in Occurrence
Rate
[37] Limited data coverage and correlations between Ls,
SZA and latitude mean that multiple interpretations of
observed variations in occurrence rate can be supported
by the results of section 8. Seasonal variations in either
meteoroid influx or atmospheric processes that affect mete-
oric layer formation may cause Ls to affect occurrence rate.
Variations in production of ions by photoionization of
meteoric atoms or common atmospheric neutrals may cause
SZA to affect occurrence rate. Variations in neutral atmo-
spheric properties may cause latitude to affect occurrence
rate. Here we outline specific mechanisms by which Ls,
SZA and latitude might affect the occurrence rate.
[38] One possible explanation for the increase in occur-
rence rate with increasing SZA is based upon the obscura-
tion of meteoric layers by the background ionosphere. The
vertical structure of the background ionosphere is very
sensitive to SZA. The typical altitude of the lowest data
point in an MGS electron density profile increases from
90 km at SZA = 72 to 105 km at SZA = 87. The value of
zpk similarly increases from 135 km to 150 km. The vertical
structure of the neutral atmosphere is much less sensitive to
SZA, and so the deposition of meteoric atoms is also
relatively insensitive to SZA. If zM does not vary strongly
with SZA (section 11), then meteoric layers will become
easier to detect as SZA increases and the obscuring back-
ground ionosphere shifts upward. The apparent trend in
occurrence rate with SZA changes at SZA = 85, yet the
Martian ionosphere is sunlit at SZA < 103. We have not
developed any hypotheses to explain this change near the
terminator.
[39] One possible explanation for dependence of occur-
rence rate on Ls is variation in meteoroid influx. Meteoroid
entry speed, size distribution and number density can vary
as Mars orbits the Sun. Meteor showers are a well-known
example of this variation, although the properties of the
sporadic meteoroid flux at Earth also exhibit seasonal
variations [e.g., Campbell-Brown and Jones, 2006]. How-
ever, evidence that the properties of terrestrial meteoric
layers vary during meteor showers is weak, despite predic-
tions of significant variations [Grebowsky et al., 1998;
McNeil et al., 2001; Grebowsky and Aikin, 2002]. Withers
et al. (submitted manuscript, 2008) investigate the hypoth-
esis that Martian meteoric layers are affected by meteor
showers [Christou et al., 2007; Withers et al., 2007]. The
distribution of meteoric layers throughout the Mars year is
shown in Figure 11 following calculations outlined in
Appendix C. It illustrates that meteoric layers are not
Figure 10. Distribution of all MGS profiles from the
northern hemisphere in latitude and SZA (grey dots).
Profiles containing meteoric layers are shown as black dots.
Figure 11. The seasonal distribution of the occurrence rate
of meteoric layers, RX,Y, for Mars years 24–27 (Appendix
C). Values of RX,Y are shown as vertical lines. Horizontal
lines show data coverage for each Mars year (Table 1).
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distributed randomly nor uniformly throughout the Mars
year.
[40] A second possible explanation for dependence of
occurrence rate on Ls, which is also a possible explanation
for dependence of occurrence rate on latitude, is atmospheric
processes that affect meteoric layer formation. For example,
waves in the terrestrial atmosphere play an important role in
the formation of meteoric layers. Atmospheric processes vary
with both Ls and latitude, although it should be noted that
these ionospheric observations are completely dominated by
observations poleward of 60N, so the only relevant atmo-
spheric processes are those affecting the north polar region.
However, the mechanisms by which atmospheric dynamics
are thought to affect the properties of terrestrial meteoric
layers depend on the presence of a strong and global magnetic
field [Carter and Forbes, 1999; McNeil et al., 2002]. The
Martian magnetic environment is very different from Earth’s.
In particular, crustal magnetic fields are exceptionally weak
poleward of 60N [Connerney et al., 2001]. Withers et al.
(submitted manuscript, 2008) evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of analogies between meteoric layers on Earth
and Mars.
[41] If the effects of latitude on occurrence rate are
negligible because of differences between the Martian and
terrestrial magnetic fields, then a possible interpretation of
the results of section 8 is that Ls has a strong effect on
occurrence rate, SZA has a weaker effect on occurrence
rate, and the apparent effects of latitude are merely aliased
effects of Ls and SZA.
10. Dust Storms and the Occurrence Rate of
Meteoric Layers
[42] Forty-nine of the 71 meteoric layer observations
occur at 155 < Ls < 215, a season when the atmosphere
changes from the cool and dust-free aphelion season to the
warm and dusty perihelion season [Smith, 2008]. In this
section, we investigate whether meteoric layer occurrence
rate is influenced by atmospheric dust opacity. Figure 12
plots the occurrence rate of meteoric layers, which is
defined quantitatively in Appendix C, against globally
averaged dust opacity. Dust opacities were measured by
the MGS Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) [Smith,
2008, and references therein] and provided to us by M.
Smith (personal communication, 2007). Dust opacity varies
by a factor of three within the subset of intervals in which
no meteoric layers were observed (R = 0). Nonzero occur-
rence rates are clustered around two different opacities, 0.1
and 0.2, and the many intervals for which dust opacity is
0.15 contain no meteoric layers (R = 0). The correlation
coefficient for occurrence rate and dust opacity is 0.4, and
the first impression is that occurrence rate and dust opacity
may be related. Does this correlation indicate a causal
relationship or a mere coincidence? Figure 13 shows
occurrence rate and globally averaged dust opacity versus
Ls. Consider data from MY 26 (90 < Ls < 210 in Figure 11
or 810 < Ls < 930 in Figure 13). Dust opacity increases
monotonically during this interval, but occurrence rate is
nonzero, then zero, then nonzero again. The hypothesis that
meteoric layer occurrence rate is determined by atmospheric
dust opacity cannot explain this seasonal minimum in
occurrence rate in MY 26. The most likely explanation is
that the apparent seasonal cycle in occurrence rate, which is
inferred from MGS data that span only half of a Mars year,
is coincidentally similar to the seasonal cycle in dust
opacity. MEX observations of meteoric layers do not show
correlations between occurrence rate and dust opacity
(Withers et al., submitted manuscript, 2008). Although
atmospheric dustiness does affect the ionosphere, these
effects are limited to a vertical translation of the ionosphere
that tracks changes in pressure levels [Hantsch and Bauer,
1990; Wang and Nielsen, 2003]. There is no obvious reason
why this should affect the occurrence rate of observable
meteoric layers.
11. Observed Correlations Involving Physical
Characteristics
[43] The characteristics of meteoric layers are controlled
by basic physical processes. Studies of relationships between
these observable characteristics and other atmospheric or
observational properties, such as SZA or scale height, are
important for elucidating the operation of these physical
processes under Martian conditions. Here we investigate
whether zM, NM and LM are correlated with any other
parameters.
[44] The few previous publications that have reported
theoretical simulations of Martian meteoric layers did not
Figure 13. Dust opacity (solid line) as a function of
season. Ls = 0 (360, 720, and 1080) corresponds to the
start of MY 24 (25, 26, and 27). Diamonds show 20  R.
Figure 12. Occurrence rate, R, as a function of dust
opacity.
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make quantitative predictions for whether these three
physical characteristics should be correlated with other
parameters [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000; Molina-Cuberos
et al., 2003]. Accordingly, we have no a priori expectations
for the values of these correlation coefficients.
[45] Experience with the other layers of the Martian
ionosphere, M1 and M2, suggests that strong correlations
should be expected. For example, the correlation coefficient
for values of Npk and Ch from the 71 profiles that contain
meteoric layers is 0.75, where Ch, a geometrical correc-
tion factor important in Chapman theory, reduces to 1/
cos(SZA) for small SZA [Withers and Mendillo, 2005].
The corresponding coefficient for zpk and subsolar latitude is
0.62. Therefore it is plausible that strong correlations
might be found that involve the physical characteristics of
meteoric layers. Parameters that might affect meteoric layers
include parameters known to affect the neutral atmosphere,
such as Ls, subsolar latitude and LST; parameters known
to affect the ionosphere, such as F10.7, SZA, Hfit and
Ch; characteristics of the background ionosphere, such as
total electron content, slab thickness, zpk and Npk; and
characteristics of meteoroid influx, such as number density,
typical size and speed. Hfit, an atmospheric scale height, can
be found from an observed electron density profile by fitting
a Chapman function to the M2 layer [e.g., Withers and
Mendillo, 2005]. There are no observations of meteoroid
influx characteristics at Mars during the MGS mission, so
we cannot test whether physical characteristics of meteoric
layers are related to meteoroid influx characteristics. Expe-
rience at 1 AU suggests that meteoroid influx characteristics
are not constant. This section is therefore restricted to
testing whether physical characteristics of meteoric layers
are related to parameters known to affect the neutral
atmosphere, parameters known to affect the ionosphere,
and characteristics of the background ionosphere.
[46] Correlation coefficients, r, for many pairs of these
variables are shown in Table 2. Absolute values of corre-
lation coefficients of NM, zM and LM with Y are <0.06
(section 7). Note that the correlation coefficients in Table 2
are independent of uncertainties. The conclusions of this
section are not significantly altered by consideration of
uncertainties.
[47] No correlation coefficient exceeds 0.4 in absolute
value, which illustrates how different the processes that
control the meteoric layer are from those that control the M1
and M2 layers [Withers and Mendillo, 2005]. The three
strongest correlations, which are all positive, are for the
pairs of variables zM:LM, zM:NM and LM:NM. The correlation
coefficient r exceeds 0.3 in all three cases.
[48] There are several other correlation coefficients in
Table 2 whose absolute values exceed 0.15. The correlation
coefficient between NM and latitude (northern hemisphere
data only) is 0.17, although there is no self-evident reason
for a positive correlation between these two variables. The
correlation coefficient between zM and F10.7 at Mars is 0.19,
yet the correlation coefficient between NM and F10.7 at Mars
is only 0.06. In the M2 layer, NM is positively correlated
with F10.7, but zM is uncorrelated with F10.7. The correlation
coefficient between NM and SZA is 0.17, but the correla-
tion coefficient between zM and SZA is only 0.01. In the
M2 layer, NM is negatively correlated with SZA, but zM is
positively correlated with SZA. The correlation coefficient
between NM and TEC is 0.22. Since the detection of a low-
altitude meteoric layer always implies the presence of more
plasma than usual, this weak positive correlation is not
surprising. The correlation coefficient between NM and Npk
is 0.21. We have not investigated correlations that involve
properties of the M1 layer, such as its altitude and electron
density, because these properties are challenging to deter-
mine unambiguously from MGS observations.
12. Summary of Physical Characteristics and
Their Correlations
[49] The range in LM is very large, 1–27 km. The 10th
and 90th percentiles of LM are 4.2 km and 16.5 km. The
10th and 90th percentiles of Hfit are 9.5 km and 15.5 km. LM
Table 2. Correlation Coefficients Involving the Physical
Characteristics of Meteoric Layersa
First Variable Second Variable r
zM LM 0.40
zM NM 0.34
LM NM 0.31
zM Ls 0.02
NM Ls 0.04
zM SSL
b 0.01
NM SSL
b 0.03
zM Latitude
c 0.07
NM Latitude
c 0.05
zM Latitude
d 0.09
NM Latitude
d 0.17
zM LST 0.04
NM LST 0.06
zM longitude 0.07
NM longitude 0.15
zM F10.7
e 0.19
NM F10.7
e 0.06
zM F10.7
f 0.07
NM F10.7
f 0.01
zM SZA 0.01
NM SZA 0.17
zM Ch
g 0.05
NM Ch
g 0.17
zM Hfit
h 0.05
NM Hfit
h 0.07
LM Hfit
h 0.06
zM TEC
i 0.07
NM TEC
i 0.22
zM t
j 0.08
NM t
j 0.01
LM t
j 0.07
zM zpk 0.05
NM zpk 0.05
zM Npk 0.00
NM Npk 0.21
aLs, SSL, latitude and LST are all known to affect the neutral atmosphere.
F10.7, SZA, Hfit and Ch are all known to affect the ionosphere. TEC, t, zpk
and Npk are characteristics of the background ionosphere. Correlation
coefficients are calculated for zM and NM in all cases. Correlation
coefficients are calculated for LM and other vertical length scales, Hfit and t.
bSubsolar latitude.
cAll data.
dNorthern hemisphere data only.
eValue of F10.7 at Mars on day of observation [Withers and Mendillo,
2005].
fValue of F10.7 at Earth on day of observation.
gGeometrical correction factor important in Chapman theory, reduces to
1/cos(SZA) for small SZA [Withers and Mendillo, 2005].
hDefined in section 11.
iTotal electron content, a column density.
jSlab thickness, TEC/Npk.
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cannot be simply related to any atmospheric scale height,
because atmospheric scale heights and temperatures do not
vary as much as LM does [Bougher et al., 2004, 2006;
Withers, 2006]. Also, LM andHfit are uncorrelated (r =0.05,
Table 2).
[50] Pa¨tzold et al. [2005] analyzed 10 meteoric layers
using MEX RS data and determined that two pairs of
variables, zM:SZA and zM:LM, were positively correlated.
zM and NM are also positively correlated in their data. Their
tabulated ‘‘altitude range,’’ a measure of layer width, varies
between 11 and 45 km. There is a difference of a factor of
four between the MEX RS’s minimum and maximum
‘‘altitude range’’ and between the 10th and 90th percentiles
of MGS RS’s LM.
[51] Both the MGS and MEX data sets show that (1) zM
and NM are positively correlated, (2) zM and LM are
positively correlated, and (3) LM has a large range. The
MGS data set shows that (4) LM is not correlated with scale
height and (5) NM does not show any dependence on SZA.
The MEX data set shows that (6) zM and SZA (and,
equivalently, NM and SZA) are positively correlated. The
only contradiction concerns the relationship between NM
and SZA (points 5 and 6). We cannot resolve this contra-
diction at present without invoking hard-to-verify mecha-
nisms such as unusual meteoroid influx characteristics for
the four MEX observations at large SZA. We proceed by
accepting the conclusion drawn from the larger MGS
data set.
13. Interpretation of Correlations
[52] In order to properly interpret these observations, we
must explain the six points identified in section 12.
[53] Two important mechanisms that are predicted to
produce meteoric ions, photoionization of neutral metal
atoms and charge exchange between neutral metal atoms
and ambient ions, should cause NM to decrease as SZA
increases. However, simulations have not yet explicitly
investigated the possible dependence of NM on SZA [Pesnell
and Grebowsky, 2000; Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003]. No
dependence of NM on SZA is found in the MGS observa-
tions (point 5). A possible explanation for the lack of
dependence of NM on SZA is that the scale of plausible
variations of NM with SZA is a factor of 3 for MGS
observing conditions. This small variation could be over-
whelmed by larger variations in solar irradiance. Most ion
production at meteoric layer altitudes is caused by X-ray
photons. Solar X-ray irradiance varies unpredictably by
orders of magnitude on time scales of minutes to years.
[54] The strong relationship between the three physical
characteristics of meteoric layers, and the small values of all
other correlation coefficients in Table 2, are consistent with
the hypothesis that meteoroid influx characteristics control
the physical characteristics of meteoric layers, at least for
the range of conditions sampled by the MGS RS data set.
Another alternative is that the processes that shape meteoric
layers are relatively complex, involving interactions between
multiple parameters.
[55] A simple conceptual model can be developed for the
hypothesis that meteoroid influx characteristics control
the physical characteristics of meteoric layers. It is consis-
tent with the remaining observations (points 1–4). The
model’s total electron density, Ntot, is the sum of a back-
ground component, Nbgd, and a meteoric component, Nextra.
Nbgd varies linearly with altitude, is 0 at 80 km, and is
4  1010 m3 at 110 km. Nextra has a Gaussian shape:
Nextra ¼ N0 exp x
2
e
2s2
 
ð1Þ
where N0 = 6  109 m3, s = 2 km and xe = z  z0, where z0
is a variable. Figure 14 shows Ntot for two different values
of z0, 85 km and 95 km. NM and LM increase as zM increases
in the model, just as in the observations. Only one model
parameter, z0, varies. This is the meteoroid ablation altitude,
which is determined by meteoroid entry speed and mass
[Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000; McAuliffe and Christou,
2006; McAuliffe, 2006].
[56] This model does not contain any physical processes
and is not intended to provide quantitative predictions.
Its main purpose is to illustrate a scenario consistent with
the correlations in Table 2. Further work is needed to
develop a physics-based model that is consistent with these
correlations.
14. Variability in the Physical Characteristics of
Meteoric Layers
[57] The observed physical characteristics of meteoric
layers vary greatly. Published models have not fully ex-
plored possible causes of this variability [Pesnell and
Grebowsky, 2000; Molina-Cuberos et al., 2003]. Here we
consider what factors will affect NM, zM and LM.
[58] It is likely that predicted values of NM will vary with
SZA, solar X-ray flux, meteoroid flux, meteoroid entry
speed and zM. Changes in SZA and solar X-ray flux affect
Figure 14. Ntot from the simple conceptual model of
section 13. Grey (black) lines and symbols correspond to
z0 = 85 (95) km. Values of Ntot are given by solid curved
lines, values of zM and NM are indicated by open diamonds,
and values of zM  LM/2 and NM/2 are indicated by crosses.
Values of LM/2 are shown by the lengths of the solid
vertical lines. For z0 = 85 km, zM = 86 km, NM = 1.3  1010,
and LM = 6.5 km. For z0 = 95 km, zM = 96 km, NM = 2.7 
1010, and LM = 12 km.
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the direct photoionization rate of metallic atoms and the
number of O2
+ ions available for charge exchange reactions.
Changes in meteoroid flux affect the deposition rate of
metallic atoms, which affects the total number density of all
metallic species, which affects the number density of
metallic ions. Changes in meteoroid entry speed affect the
proportion of ablated metallic atoms that are immediately
ionized by impact ionization, which affects the number
density of metallic ions. Changes in zM affect the optical
depth at zM, which affects the direct photoionization rate of
metallic atoms and the number of O2
+ ions available for
charge exchange reactions. Two of these possible factors
were investigated in section 11 and Table 2. Variations in
NM with zM were observed, but variations in NM with SZA
were not observed.
[59] It is likely that predicted values of zM will vary with
meteoroid entry angle, entry speed, size distribution,
atmospheric density and atmospheric density scale height.
Changes in entry angle affect the altitude at which the mass
of atmospheric gases swept aside by a descending meteor-
oid equals the meteoroid mass, thereby affecting the abla-
tion altitude. Meteoroid mass and speed affect rates of mass
loss and descent. Ablation and deceleration are primarily
controlled by atmospheric density, so changes in atmospheric
density and density scale height affect the altitude at which
ablation occurs. One of these possible factors was investi-
gated in section 11 and Table 2. Variations in zM with Hfit,
the neutral scale height, were not observed.
[60] Important factors for LM are less clear cut. Changes
in density scale height, which affect the width of the peak in
mass loss rate, should affect LM. Changes in poorly known
eddy diffusion coefficients, which represent the effects of
dynamical mixing processes, affect how the vertical profile
of mass loss rate is related to the vertical profile of total
number density of all metallic species, and also affect LM.
This can be seen in the work by Pesnell and Grebowsky
[2000, Figure 7]. Note that changes in the eddy diffusion
coefficient also affect NM significantly. One of these possi-
ble factors was investigated in section 11 and Table 2.
Variations in LM with Hfit, the neutral scale height, were not
observed.
[61] There is a clear need for theoretical modeling efforts
that investigate variability in the physical characteristics of
meteoric layers.
15. Lifetime of Meteoric Plasma
[62] When metallic ions are produced from meteoric
material, they are produced as atomic ions. Although
Pesnell and Grebowsky [2000] and [Molina-Cuberos et
al., 2003] do not explicitly state a time scale for loss of
metallic ions, an upper limit can be estimated [Rishbeth and
Garriott, 1969].
[63] The rate constant for the radiative recombination of
atomicmetallic ions via reactions such asMg+ + e!Mg+ hv
is k1 = 4  1012 cm3 s1 [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000].
Thus dNM+/dt = k1NM+Ne, where t is time, NM+ is the
number density of atomic metallic ions and Ne is the electron
number density. Consequently, tM+,rr, the time scale for the
loss of atomic metallic ions by radiative recombination (rr),
equals 1/k1Ne. This time scale is 290 days for Ne = 10
10 m3,
a typical meteoric layer electron density.
[64] The rate constant for formation of molecular metallic
ions from atomic metallic ions via three-body reactions,
such as Mg+ + 2CO2 ! Mg+  CO2 + CO2, is k2 = 1030
cm6 s1 [Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000]. Thus dNM+/dt =
k2NM+n2, where n is the neutral number density. Conse-
quently, tM+,mm, the time scale for the loss of atomic
metallic ions by conversion into molecular metallic (mm)
ions, equals 1/k2n
2. This time scale is 12 days for n = 1018
m3, which occurs around 95 km [Pesnell and Grebowsky,
2000]. The rate constant for the dissociative recombination
of molecular metallic ions, such as Mg+  CO2 + e ! Mg +
CO2, is k3 = 3  107 cm3 s1 [Pesnell and Grebowsky,
2000]. Consequently, tMX+,dr, the time scale for the loss of
molecular metallic ions by dissociative recombination (dr),
equals 1/k3Ne. This time scale is 6 minutes for Ne = 10
10
m3, a typical meteoric layer electron density. tMX+,dr is
always less than tM+,rr because k3 > k1.
[65] These time scales can be explored in an illustrative
model of a neutral atmosphere and ionosphere. The number
density, n, of the neutral atmosphere is given by:
n ¼ nr exp  z zrð Þ
Hr
 
ð2Þ
where nr = 10
18 m3, z is altitude, zr = 95 km and Hr = 8 km
[Pesnell and Grebowsky, 2000]. The ionospheric electron
density, Ntot, is the sum of two components, a background
component, Nbgd, and a meteoric component, Nextra. Nbgd is
given by:
Nbgd ¼ Nc exp 1 xc  exp xcð Þð Þ½ 0:5 ð3Þ
where Nc = 2  1011 m3, xc = (z  zc)/Hc, zc = 120 km and
Hc = Hr [Bauer and Hantsch, 1989; Withers, 2008]. Nextra is
given by equation (1). Ntot and n are shown in Figure 15.
The time scales tM+,rr, tM+,mm and tMX+,dr are shown in
Figure 15. The dashed line shows neutral number density,
n, from the illustrative model of section 15. The solid line
shows 108  electron density, Ntot, from the illustrative
model of section 15.
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Figure 16. For z < 90 km, tM+,mm < tMX+,dr, the fastest loss
mechanism is conversion into molecular ions followed by
dissociative recombination, and the rate-limiting step is
dissociative recombination. For 90 km < z < 105 km,
tMX+,dr < tM+,mm < tMX+,rr, the fastest loss mechanism is
conversion into molecular ions followed by dissociative
recombination, and the rate-limiting step is conversion into
molecular ions. For 105 km < z, tM+,rr < tM+,mm, the fastest
loss mechanism is radiative recombination. tM+,mm is 3 days
at 90 km and 140 days at 105 km.
[66] At meteoric layer altitudes, the time scale for loss of
metallic ions is set by the slow conversion of atomic
metallic ions into molecular metallic ions. The estimated
lifetime of 12 days at 95 km is an upper limit because it
does not consider all possible reaction pathways nor plasma
transport. This time scale increases by a factor of e2, or
almost an order of magnitude, for every scale height by
which altitude increases. This suggests that meteoric layers
can be detected in the nightside ionosphere and that changes
in the occurrence rate or electron density of meteoric layers
due to brief meteor showers can persist for days after the
end of the shower. It also supports the hypothesis of Pa¨tzold
et al. [2005] that a meteoric layer observed at the same
latitude and longitude on successive days is the same
plasma layer, not a series of short-lived plasma layers.
Meteoric layers should survive the Martian night.
16. Conclusions
[67] Low-altitude layers of ionospheric plasma have been
found in 71 of 5600 MGS electron density profiles. These
layers, which we label MM, are clearly distinct from the M1
and M2 layers produced by the photoionization of CO2 by
solar X-ray and EUV photons, respectively. The mean
altitude of these layers is 91.7 ± 4.8 km. The mean peak
electron density in these layers is (1.33 ± 0.25)  1010 m3.
The mean width of these layers is 10.3 ± 5.2 km. It is
important to determine the mechanism responsible for these
layers. Two models have predicted that meteoroid influx
should produce low-altitude plasma layers. Predicted mete-
oric layer altitudes are within one scale height of the mean
observed altitude. Predicted meteoric layer electron densi-
ties bracket the mean observed electron density. Predicted
meteoric layer widths are within a factor of two of the mean
observed width. Other possible causes of low-altitude
ionization include the solar wind, solar flares and solar
energetic particles, but none of these have been shown to
produce plasma layers with the observed altitude, electron
density and width. Several profiles contain multiple low-
altitude layers, which are common in terrestrial meteoric
layers. We attribute the origin of the observed low-altitude
plasma layers to meteoroid influx.
[68] The observed occurrence rate of meteoric layers
depends on Ls, SZA and season, although detailed studies
are impeded by limited data coverage and correlations
between Ls, SZA and season. Variations with Ls are partic-
ularly strong and the dependence of occurrence rate on
season is examined in more detail by Withers et al.
(submitted manuscript, 2008). The occurrence rate of me-
teoric layers is significantly greater in MEX observations
than in MGS observations [Pa¨tzold et al., 2005; Withers et
al., submitted manuscript, 2008]. Uncertainties in electron
density are typically 3  109 m3 in MGS observations and
1  109 m3 in MEX observations. The different measure-
ment uncertainties are likely to be at least partially respon-
sible for this difference in occurrence rate.
[69] The width (LM), altitude (zM), and electron density
(NM) of each meteoric layer have been found. There are
remarkably few correlations between these physical charac-
teristics of meteoric layers and atmospheric or observational
properties, such as scale height, SZA and solar flux. Many
strong correlations would be found if the M2 layer were
analyzed instead of the meteoric layer. The three strongest
correlations, which are all positive, are for pairs zM:LM,
zM:NM and LM:NM. None of these correlation coefficients
exceeds 0.4. Variations in the width of the meteoric layer,
which are about a factor of four, are much greater than the
variations in any relevant scale height. The width of the
meteoric layer is not correlated with the neutral density
scale height at the M2 layer. There is one contradiction
between studies of the physical characteristics of meteoric
layers using MGS and MEX data sets: NM and SZA are
positively correlated in ten MEX observations, but are
uncorrelated in 71 MGS observations.
[70] A simple conceptual model, based on the hypothesis
that meteoroid influx characteristics control the physical
characteristics of meteoric layers, has been developed to
illustrate the need for more realistic simulations of varia-
tions in the physical characteristics of meteoric layers. It is
consistent with the observed correlations between zM, NM
and LM. Some possible causes of these variations have been
suggested to guide future numerical simulations that use
realistic physics-based models. Continued interpretation of
these observations will be improved by such modeling
work.
[71] The photochemical lifetime of meteoric plasma is
long, on the order of days, which suggests that meteoric
layers should survive the Martian night and that the effects
Figure 16. The solid line shows tMX+,rr, the dashed line
shows tM+,mm, and the dotted line shows tMX+,dr from the
illustrative model of section 15.
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of brief meteor showers will persist. However, the lifetime
of meteoric plasma might be reduced by transport processes.
Appendix A: Algorithm to Identify Low-Altitude
Plasma Layers
[72] First, the quantity Xi,p is calculated at each altitude
level i in each profile p as:
Xi;p ¼ 2Ni  Nj
Ni þ Nj ðA1Þ
where zi + D = zj and D = 5 km. zi is below zj. Second, Xi,p
is set equal to zero if Ni < si, Nj < sj, Ni < 10
10 m3 or zi >
95 km, where s is the uncertainty in N. The threshold
altitude of 95 km is used to ensure that this algorithm
does not detect the M1 layer produced by solar X rays at
110 km. Third, Yp is defined as the maximum value of Xi,p
over all values of i. In most profiles, dN/dz > 0 below
100 km. That is, Ni < Nj and Xi,p < 0. If a low-altitude layer
is present at low altitudes in profile p, then dN/dz < 0 on the
topside of the layer, some values of Xi,p are positive, and Yp
is positive. Profile p is declared to contain a low-altitude
plasma layer if Yp > 0.
Appendix B: Determination of the Physical
Characteristics of Low-Altitude Plasma Layers
[73] We define zX as the altitude at which Xi,p is maxi-
mized. We define NM as the maximum electron density
below zX + D (see Appendix A), and zM as the altitude at
which N = NM. zY is defined as the altitude below zM at
which N = NM/2, and LM is defined by LM/2 = zM  zY
(Figure B1). We do not consider the topside of the low-
altitude layer when calculating LM because N often remains
greater than NM/2 until far above the M2 layer. In 4 of the
71 profiles that contain low-altitude layers, NM/2 is smaller
than the uncertainty in N, and hence smaller than the
smallest value of N, which makes it impossible to determine
LM. These four profiles are not considered in analyses
involving LM. Note that this procedure provides one value
of zM, NM and LM per profile, even if the profile contains
multiple low-altitude layers (section 6). This ensures con-
sistency and, since there are few profiles with multiple low-
altitude layers, will not adversely affect the results.
[74] We define sNm, the uncertainty in NM, as the uncer-
tainty in N at zM. We define szm, the uncertainty in zM, as
half the separation between the data points immediately
above and below zM. We define sLm, the uncertainty in LM,
as 2 szm.
Appendix C: Seasonal Distribution of Meteoric
Layer Observations
[75] The number of meteoric layer detections, MX,Y, is
defined as the number of meteoric layer detections that
satisfy X  5 < Ls < X + 5, Mars year Y. X = 5, 10, 15,
. . .. The number of available profiles, NX,Y, is similarly
defined as the number of ionospheric profiles that satisfy
these criteria. The relative occurrence of the meteoric layer,
RX,Y, is defined as MX,Y/NX,Y. RX,Y is undefined if NX,Y = 0.
Coverage of the data set is listed in Table 1 and illustrated in
Figure 11.
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